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Data validation beyond Big Data
Edwin A. Valentijn
Kapteyn Astronomical Institute
6 June 2018  VST in the era of large sky surveys- Napoli
STORY LINES
- processing/archiving/distribution:
- AstroWISE- KiDs - Ou-Ext – Euclid   
- data validation:
- lineage  - OU-Ext  - Euclid- Facts and Fakes
Sequence of hypes:
GRID - Big Data  - Machine learning ->  data validation
The Datacentric approach
local networks and distributed
• 1-100 Tbyte – Pbytes
• DPU- Distributed Processing Unit
• Distributed Data server - files
• Data manage - database - metadata
2003 
RUG-CIT
KiDS - ESO – OmegaCAM@VST
MUSE                  - ESO - VLT
Lofar - LTA           - Astron
Glimps - AI Handwritten text – Lifelines DNA
Target Holding
-> Euclid - ESA               
-> Micado - ESO - ELT
Astro-WISE – Data federations
Distributed Information Systems - handling surveys
since 2003  - it works
OmegaCEN@Kapteyn datacenter ~15-20 fte
all published
http://www.astro-wise.org Manuals & tutorials
http://www.rug.nl/target Target Consortium
Experimental Astronomy - Vol. 35, 2013 
All papers are online   
Astroinformatics 2016
IAU symposium 325   
Datafederations
Valentijn et al. 2017
KiDS Quality control DR1-DR2-DR3
OmegaCAM@VST 740 sq deg
Links as workhorse
in data federations
• Distributed  Information Systems
– Users, computers, storage
• Processing   and Quality control
• Reproducable ( re-processing)
2018: Open Science - FAIR principles
Findable Accessable Interoperable Reproducable
The Universe as a spreadsheet
ERCIM News 2006
AstroWISE Chaining to the Universe
ADASS XVI ASP Conference Series,
15-18 October 2006 in Tucson, Arizona, USA. 
The universe as a spreadsheet
Target Diagram/Data lineage /backward chaining



























Image courtesy of ESA
Euclid
ESA   launch in May 2021
Euclid Archive System (EAS) 
- data centric information system
- many of the WISE concepts
- prototype uses Astro-WISE 
- db hosted in the Euclid SDC-NL 
in Groningen
Weak gravitational lensing as probe of dark matter
KiDS:        < 100 106  redshifts
EUCLID:       1.5 109 redshifts  - phot- z 
Ground based data – OU-Ext
Every galaxy has its own 4 PSFs













o 1500 registered members and growing
o 200 laboratories/departments
o 16 countries contributing
o NASA/US: provides the IR detectors.





Distributed Storage System EAS-DSS
Integral part of SGS  
Euclid Common Data 
Model 
Consortium Services
Part of ESA archives  
Science Exploration 
Data Model
Scientific Exploitation  
Services
Distributed storage system - storage nodes in each SDC and SOC   





















































































































































Target diagram ( ++ dependencies) for OU-EXT – Euclid external data - stage 2-
dynamic Euclidization
Stage 1: instrument detrending = pixel processing
Stage 2: photom/astrom calibration = table handling




• QC and re-processing  – Kids Euclid FAIR 
• OU EXT >  Billion – dynamic tables
All techniques go back to the source
Scientists and journalists- > Fact and Fakes















ML creates links (per se)
multiple links/joins
Extreme Data lineage
Import results ML lineage builder
AWE database
ML Checker
New component – optional
Close the EDL – ML loop
Replace the fiddeling in ML
conclusions
Next level is all about Data validation
• check ML
• QC
• systematics in data sets
• OU-ext dynamic Euclidization
• unstructured data:  ML + lineage
Almost all about going back to the source 
Facts and Fakes
